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Jamie Bartoszek
>Software Recruitment Specialist

Being a specialist in the software development market means I’m not your recruiter that 
reads of a job spec, I like to talk tech and get to know who I’m speaking with. I strive to 
change the norm of recruiters, that means delivering top-notch talent (NOT whatever I 
can find) to companies who are doing amazing things and being someone candidates 
can genuinely rely on.

> Swift/Kotlin/React-Native
> Java/Scala/Python/C#
> JavaScript/React/Angular

MY EXPERTISE:

> Software & Web Development
> Full-Stack Development
> Mobile Apps

RECOMMENDATIONS:

“Jamie approached me about an 
opportunity for a Senior Java role 
at a major financial company 
based in London. From the start, 
he was keen to understand what I 
was looking for first and know 
what kind of role would have me 
engaged. A proactive 
communicator, and in spite of his 
foot injury, he ensured he was 
there at all times to give me clear, 
valuable information and advice 
along the entire process – from 
initial online tests to face-to-face 
interviews to negotiations at the 
offer stage. Jamie proved to be a 
nothing short of a good 
professional recruiter and would 
be an asset to any company or 
individual looking for a new 
opportunity.”

Maaddhu Mikkili, 
Engineer, Deutsche Bank

“Jamie is a top-quality 
professional recruiter who is able 
to match candidates to their 
perfect opportunity. He got me 
the right position in a very 
promising company. He always 
went out of his way to keep me 
motivated and support me at 
every stage and now I am taking 
the next step in my career thanks 
to him. Jamie has still continued 
his help and made sure I was 
happy with everything. I will say 
both employer and job seekers 
can count on Jamie, he definitely 
will not waste your time.”

Jamiu Ayinde, 
Senior Software Developer, 
easyJet

> DevOps Tooling & Methodologies
> Cloud Platforms
> Microservices & REST
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